Bridport Medical Centre

How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to
friends and family if they needed similar care or
treatment?
Would Recommend

Wouldn't Recommend

91.7 %

3.3 %

Based on a sample of

241 patient(s)
Between

1 Sep 2015 to 30 Sep 2015

Recommend

Last 10 months

Would

Wouldn't

68 %

11 %

69 %

13 %

65 %

24 %

86 %

7%

56 %

17 %

76 %

10 %

74 %

5%

100 %

0%

88 %

0%

100 %

0%

Response Volume

Please tell us why you feel that way about our practice
Would Recommend

Date

Comment

28/09/2015 03:24

Very pleasant reception . Excellent rappore with doctors. If i ill this is where i want to come !.

28/09/2015 03:23

Receptionist very helpful & very friendly

28/09/2015 03:23

Very friendly & positive apporach to patients.

Neither

Date

Comment

28/09/2015 11:21

With the lenghth of time it usually takes to have an appointment to sese your appropriate doctor , i really see no sence in having a
particular practioner.

25/09/2015 04:08

We have not been patients at the Bridport Medical Centre log enough to make a judgement it is so big compared to our recent
village surgery with its owwn pharmacy . Difficult comparison .

25/09/2015 09:00

Its so hard to get an appointment with your doctor . My Dr Napper is a fabulous Dr with a personable , friendly & kind approach &
traets all of her patients as individuals. Another thing is that the paper work takes a long time to go though the system, i was
discharged by a hospital & they sent my discharge letter to the surgery, but 3 weeks later, there was nothing on my record of bmy
new diagnosis or hospitalization this was particular challanging when i needed some more medication

Wouldn't Recommend

Date

Comment

25/09/2015 09:11

Most ridiculous survey i've every seen !!!
This isn't Amazon you are either a patient or you aren't , whats the point of recommendation , if it's urgent they either attend the
hospital or here , one would hardly " recommend " a medical centre to someone needed an urgent appointment they don't have a
choice . Also if you recommend a particular GP you won't get an appointment for at least 15 days .

22/09/2015 10:27

Because when my daughter in law who was visiting in the summer needed some tablets she had left at home , she was told she
could not see a doctor , she was told to contact her own doctor who would fax a percription though. Her practice said it was this
practice who should contact her doctor ! Result - no tablets , negative result not good .
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22/09/2015 09:46

Only want a yellow fever jab , has taken 5 phone calls and when i got appointment its always late.

Don't Know

Date

Comment

25/09/2015 04:16

Not very good.

17/09/2015 12:18

don't know

08/09/2015 01:45
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